important and beautiful, and a whole
new class of mathematical objects
came out of that analysis and are still
being used today.

Twinkling Stars
Cogito: What other applications are

there?
Professor Berry: The question of why
stars twinkle is very old. Newton gave
the essentials of the answer that we
have today - the stars twinkle because
the atmosphere is not a smooth refractive medium, but has turbulent
regions which refract the light rays
ever-so-slightly. Still, over long distances such as when the star is near
the horizon, the rays can be disturbed
so much that the light can be brought
to focus. Now that interpretation
stood for 300 years, without any
quantitative description. How do you
give a statistical description of these
fluctuations? People haven't studied
that very much, because the main aim
has been to avoid making astronomical observations in such circumstances. Catastrophe theory gives an
answer. Particularly bright twinklings
occur whenever caustics pass across
your eye, just as when you have a
bright line on the bottom of the swimming pool. This subject is a thriving
branch of optics that did not exist
twelve years ago.
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Can we distinguish real-life feelings from those induced in the cinema?
Sartre's theory of emotions suggests how this might be possible.
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Chaos
Cogito: Poincare touched on chaotic

dynamics, which is what occurs if regular and simple laws lead to irregular
and chaotic effects. Rene Thorn's
book contains some basic things
about chaotic behaviour, doesn't it?
Professor Berry: Not really. He is
interested in it, but he doesn't have
anything on chaos such as the theorems about the classifications of catastrophes.
There is a sense in which chaos and
catastrophe are at opposite ends of a
spectrum. In mechanics and optics we
get catastrophes where we have
smooth families of trajectories with
stable geometries. Chaos is quite different. You get chaos in mechanics
when you have trajectories which are
confined to the same region of space,
which is repeatedly explored, but each
time they come back to the same
region, they come back in a slightly
different direction. The net result is a
great tangle like spaghetti in a pot.
There is very precise sense in which
chaos in a mechanical system is the
absence of focal surfaces - a kind of
geometric instability.
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